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The astonishing tale of just a little girl who was different, her cat and how they brought a family together. And then a
miracle happened: Iris said her first terms.' Iris Grace is different. Wonderful' Daily Mail, Books of the Year'An
astonishing talent' Daily Express'A miracle' Best'Astonishing, extraordinary' ITV News'Iris's astonishing tale of talent
and relationship with Thula can be lovingly told' Daily Mail . From the moment she was born she found the world a
strange and terrifying place: she neither smiled nor spoke.But Iris met Thula. The doctors couldn't help, telling her
parents she might by no means be able to communicate - she'd under no circumstances contact them mummy or
daddy.This special kitten and Iris became instant close friends. They did everything together - painting, playing, bathing,
snuggling, sleeping, exploring.'Different is amazing .The story of the amazing bond between Iris and Thula is a
heartwarming tale of finding hope and happiness in the most unforeseen places.Because different really is
brilliant.***'Moving, honest and full of hope. .
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Eloquently written. Beautiful photos! When I saw her gorgeous paintings I though, this little girl has looked into my mind.
I had consequently been keenly interested about Iris Grace on Facebook and was anxiously awaiting the publication
which would have given me some insight into this family members and their dealings with an autistic child. I couldn't
deposit my kindle edition until it had been completely read by 2.I ordered the book about the kindle because I possibly
could not await it in the mail. It was that great.The book itself is nicely constructed and feels good to hold. Ms. Johnston
pulls you into this narrative from the first page., having my level in Special Education actually made this publication a
fascinating book to read. Many thanks for sharing this story! An added bonus are Iris 's beautifully rendered artwork and
vibrant pictures that capture an internal peek into this particular family.S. She needed a place to be creative like Iris
and reading the book I have followed Iris and Thula's journey on Facebook. I didn't recognize that I had started following
her immediately after Iris' family members received the medical diagnosis. Cannot wait! I anticipate another book to
read about Iris Grace and Thula progress and journey! The area provides transitioned since to a craft room. I know she's
oceans aside and we've under no circumstances met, but Arabella's garden area inspired me to be more in tune and
alert to my daughter's needs. She needed a place to be creative like Iris and reading the reserve, I realized that their
facebook posts inspired me to take the leap of faith and make it work. In the book, you can feel her strength as a
mother- her fear, her like, her enthusiasm. I did so become very thinking about Iris Grace and her mom, Arabella,
though, for several reasons. Arabella's not ideal- she's a genuine person and she has along days, however the photos are
magical and the tale is powerful and the reserve has it all. This family members is amazing. The bond between Thula and
Iris can be beautiful, and I cherished reading about Arabella and PJ's background and Arabella's link with animals and
character as a child. Outstanding reserve!30 am. I am glad I did, but I think I might need a hard copy too eventually.the
photographs are beautiful and the paintings are stunning--about a lovely child, her incredible mom, and a lovely journey.
Add it to your cart and follow her on facebook! Absolutely beautiful I loved this publication. Iris' mother is not a
"professional" writer and for me--the mother of an autistic child--that was the real beauty of the publication. Her words
and story were therefore heartfelt and genuine...thus down-to-earth. She was so clearly able to allow the reader into her
world and, more importantly, into Iris' world also to get yourself a rare glimpse in to the mysterious world of autism. I
possibly could relate to so many of her encounters and sometimes felt I was right there with her. I cannot state enough
about the physical beauty of the reserve as well. A beautiful book--quite literally.. And I acquired it sooner than
expected. If you're on the edge, simply pay attention to me--- DO IT! Amazing! A must read! Shipping time might have
been better, but overall satisfied Five Stars Beautiful book and incredibly informative about the struggles and joys of an
Autistic child and her family. An amazing little girl and her wonderful parents who took the time to understand their
daughters world and how music, a kitty, books and nature may connect her globe and theirs together. Gives a new
perspective to Autsim. Can’t wait to read This looks like a great read.! We turned our living room into a 'zen' calm down
room and the walls are a little bit impressionist so I acquired hung Iris' post cards set around. Bravo to her mother's
difficult journey learning how to connect to her child. One is resulted in a clearer understanding of the frustrations, the
anger, the pain and the few moments of exquisite joy that a parent of an autistic kid experiences.!! Outstanding book!
The journey of this beautiful and talented child and her wonderful parents can be an inspiration not merely to those
parents whose kid may be on the autistic spectrum, but to any and all mothers and fathers. Arabella, who's the mother
and writer of this incredible publication is profoundly honest and a very, very good writer as well as a keen
photographer. This is a wonderful story of a mother's love and dedication, the trials, tribulations, and unique difficulties
of raising a child on the spectrum, and eventually, the victories and the celebrations and gratitude for them. All told,
anyone reading this story and holding magnificent proof of love and caring and talent is fortunate indeed. Lovely reserve,
interesting photo, beautiful paintings and photos I came to find out about Iris Grace through a shared post about
Facebook. I'm really not really someone who follows tales about autism or reads books about people who "overcome"
handicaps of various sorts. You can relate. I love cats, especially Maine Coons. Five Stars Very moving story plus
beautiful photos and extraordinary paintings! I was initially attracted to the posts about Iris Grace because I have
always been intrigued incidentally autistic children react to their globe, how they learn and the human relationships if
any that can be forged by autistic children and their caregivers. Arabella can be a photographer, therefore am I, and I

like her photos. I've a cat that is a close companion therefore i love how Thula provides bonded with Iris and Iris with
her. A Fellow Mother or father of an ASD a Child A warm touching story of the challenges of ASD that keeps you turning
the pages.\I haven't browse the entire publication yet but I was drawn into the tale of Arabella and her hubby and how
they have arranged their lives to give Iris the very best support possible. The very best part of the reserve for me may be
the photos of Iris and Thula and the plates of Iris's gorgeous paintings. I understood the basic information from
Facebook but reading the publication and being used to the struggles, the frustrations, the resilience, the determination,
the errors, the breakthroughs and the good and the bad of a family determined to survive with an autistic child was
amazing. Loved this book! My daughter, while not on the spectrum, also experienced difficulties and I, as a sleep
deprived and consumed with stress mother, felt so much relief from Arabella's articles and was inspired by her to get
other ways for connecting with and nurture my child.! I think Thula must be an angel. Of course, the cats stole my center
(a big cat person) and Iris' paintings are A-mazing. Amazing book and great service This is an excellent book!. I
recommend it! It is an honor to end up being allowed into this profoundly personal experience Iris Grace is absolutely
the most amazing book I have ever read, and I am 77 yrs . old. It was interesting from a perspective of Europe and U... Iris
is normally lucky to have so much support and love and to have obtained the creativity of both of her parents. It really
shows the way the struggles with autism can be a gift when learning to embrace it and obtaining what works for your
kid or grandchild. Bought another book for a child who has a child with autism. This is a beautiful story of a family
dealing with autism This is a lovely story of a family group dealing with autism, well crafted, with plenty of pictures,
including the amazing paintings of their youngster. Very moving. I'm learning to color and in my own mind's eye, the
kind of painting Let me do is certainly what Iris paints. A-mazing Being from the U.A book that is well worth the read
and incredibly strongly suggested for teachers, parents and anyone interested in how kids learn. We have been invited
into her existence, her home and she shares these intimate details of her relationship with her autistic child so that we
have a clearer knowledge of kids on the autistic spectrum through Iris Grace. It certainly shows the way the struggles
with .S. ideals of location to seek help, homeschooling vrs. "Open public" Education with an Autisic kid. Inspirational, 5
stars! Just a great tale with plenty of hope.
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